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For twenty years Dr. Recognizing that no parent can do that alone, Dr. Successfully treating
illnesses and disorders that regularly accompany autism•Autism Solutions gives parents a greater
knowledge of their child's unique learning, sensory and medical profile. Ricki Robinson provides been
providing hope and help for kids with Autism Spectrum Disorders. Helping your child relate,
communicate and believe• Recognizing and overcoming common wellness challenges• Robinson
explains how to set up a team of specialists who could work with the child to give him or her the
chance to live well, learn, interact and thrive.Autism Solutions addresses an array of problems,
including:• Her integrative, strengths-based method of treatment includes a comprehensive
evaluation of your son or daughter's medical, developmental, social, psychological, behavioral and
educational issues to get the solutions that maximize your child's health and well-being.
Understanding how behavior could be a form of communication and how exactly to "hear" just what
a child is telling you• Unlocking your child's full potential
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A MUST browse for the famlies of recently diagnosed children and for individuals who want for
more information even years past When my child was diagnosed with autism in 2004, I didn't know
where to turn. I trust other reviews that the personal stories are powerful, and the details about the
medical diagnosis and treatment across the lifespan are very informative. This only became
discouraging, frustrating and complicated. There was too much to digest and non-e of it seemed to
relate to my boy. It became depressing.In 2005 my child was fortunate to become among Dr. 188
of the book! She describes many lesser known truths re autism and manages to add up-to-date
info that is clearly a perfect combine of the latest discoveries re autism health issues. Everyone else
we'd seen only reported his deficits. Dr. Robinson noticed how he could improvement. For the very
first time my husband and I were hopeful. I just wish she could be my son's doctor! Robinson but
the most important message she has given me is wish. I have been lucky enough to be among Dr.
In detail she describes the things to appearance for, how to deal with them and how to sort out the
setbacks. It really is practical, practical, written in laymen's conditions and by an expert. However,
as a licensed speech-language pathologist, I have to respectfully disagree with a lot of the info
written in regard to speech-vocabulary treatment for children with ASD. D. This publication along
with Autism Speaks 100 Day Kit starts the journey. Then share it'll everyone who comes in contact
with your child. A fantastic book for Parents with children on the ASD spectrum This an excellent
book for parents of children with ASD. Forget the books that are confusing. Pick up this one and
you will find one written simply for parents with hope, love and understanding. Forget the books that
make you sad. It can help them too to understand how to tailor an application simply for him/her.I
highly recommend this book. Forget the books that are created with specific steps to follow, each
child differs and no two react the same manner. Robinson provides guided her autistic individuals
through 20 years of advances. I highly reccomend it Puts it all together This book is chock filled with
genuine insights. She looked into my little boy's eyes and noticed his potential. It really is widely
known in neuro-scientific speech-language pathology that non-speech oral motor exercises haven't
any analysis basis or validity in treatment.I've learned so much from Dr. Ricki for believing in me
when nobody else did and for pushing me in your incredibly positive and supportive method to be
the best I can possibly be. It had been easy to read, factual and emtional as well. Robinson's
choice. and that those using the strategy should do so as informed parties. In fact there is study
that supports Facilitated Conversation Training, and there exists a great deal of related research
much of it in this book that describe why FCT is a viable option for those who have no other means
of effective communication. Robinson made in this book is usually timeless in its breadth. Best
doctor ever! "Autism Solutions" is filled with it. Ricki's patients going back 12 years and to
experienced her as my mentor and instruction on my trip to live a successful and meaningful
existence. She is by far the most knowledgeable, sensible and compassionate professional you will
ever meet and this book is full of information you won't find anywhere else. Many thanks Dr. A
PARENT GUIDE THAT'S TIMELY AND TIMELESS BY A FIRST CLASS PEDIATRICIAN Dr. BTW, I'm
the guy on p. Robinson's sufferers. a must purchase this is a must purchase for those coping with
someone with Autism Spectrum disorder or someone just searching for more concerning this
condition and the very best ways to seek treatment. Reading her book is similar to an office visit.
Five Stars Lots of medical information that's not usually covered in books on Autism. Additionally, the
author spends a great deal of time discussing "supported conversation", which is described
compared to "facilitated communication".Right now mainly because a mentor for households who
have newly diagnosed children, it is the first book on my list to share.I. Again, in the field of speech-
language pathology, it is widely known that there surely is no research basis to support usage of
facilitated communication. on top of that. response to Julie @ I too have browse the book and just



wished to put clarity on some of the remarks made by the poster Julie E. Where autism study is
taking us now could be further still, and yet what Dr. The statement made by ASHA is usually from
1996, and will make reference for the necessity for study which there now could be.. I know just
how much parents can find out within this book because I also worked with many of the children
she gained insights from. The usage of words to spell it out "apraxia" are terms that often change
so I am uncertain why anyone would get hung through to Dr. Her suggestions and wisdom provide
insights and breakthroughs for kids and their parents to attain abilities and opportunities imagined by
taking a holistic strategy with biomedical, diet plan, therapies, trainings, and training based in
experience. From a Speech Language Pathologist I was very excited to learn this book after reading
all of the reviews on Amazon. I bought book after reserve, read websites and joined chat groups.
When I have questions, I convert to the publication. The author describes use of nonspeech oral
motor exercises for "oral apraxia" as cure recommendation.Despite her sometimes seemingly
significantly less than conventional techniques, she's highly regarded by top experts in the medical
community. Also, the terminology utilized by the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
(ASHA) can be "Childhood Apraxia of Speech", not really "oral apraxia" as referenced in this book.
excellent for autism if you are involved in autism it offers invaluable amount of information.R floortime
is included in this book.
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